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33 The Series: A Man and His Design - Training Guide is a 6 session Bible study that builds upon
many of the timeless truths taught by Robert Lewis in the original Men&#39;s Fraternity curriculum
but also includes new material on authentic manhood. The series is designed to inspire and equip
men to pursue authentic manhood as modeled by Jesus Christ in His 33 years on earth. Volume I
contains six sessions that explore the basic foundations of authentic manhood and God&#39;s clear
design for men.This first volume of 33 starts with meaningful insights into the current state of
manhood, which will help men navigate through some realities that have created cultural confusion.
It follows by unfolding God&#39;s mandates for all men and offering a clear definition of authentic
manhood that will help men on their journey. Each participant will learn the four "faces" of manhood
and how to anticipate and transition through the specific seasons of life
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The Men's Group at our church in Alaska loved this series. The series is multicultural in approach
and multi generational as well. The art and graphics and superb for its day. It has relevant history
early on in the series which sparked great discussion between men in a very new group.

This is an updated series from Men's Fraternity. It is really well done and the material that it contains
is helpful for frame Manhood, its context and a biblical perspective. JB from Fellowship Memphis is
deeply insightful and has clearly spent a long time developing a theology of Manhood. At times it

feels a little chest-beating and knuckle dragging. What makes this series successful is its desire to
cling closely to the madate of scripture for manhood.This six part series is great for anyone looking
to develop their men's ministry at church, or for guys small groups.

The book is a good guide to the videos we watch. We have rightnowmedia account through our
church so we only need the training guide. If you are studying this with a group you should only
need one book between everybody. You should check with your church if they have rightnowmedia.
Some churches may not advertise it but have it. Overall, i like the study guide. There are real stories
for redemption in between sessions which are very encouraging to look at. I like the study because
it's Christ centered and not a self-help book. Christ should be the foundation.

Don't do this series. Quest for Authentic Manhood and Winning at Work and Home are
5-Star...excellent programs. The 33 Series is watered down and attempts to be cool...but its not.
They attempted to recreate Rob Lewis's outstanding teachings into 25-30 minute DVDs, but after all
the back-slapping and telling you how good the material your about to see is, you only get 12
minutes of real teaching time - which doesn't compare to the original series. I lead 30 men through
this after doing the other Rob Lewis DVD series mentioned above and they all felt the same way...it
was a major letdown and they wanted to find new Rob Lewis material. - PJ Huizenga

My church's men's ministry went through this book. We had some good discussion in our groups.
However, the price of the book was tough on some of the guys. And the ones who could afford it
wondered why a 6 week book cost so much. Our church said that they were selling the books at
cost, which I questioned. But now I see that has them at the same price. And the content seemed a
little weak. There are just fill in the blank outlines and a few stories that didn't really move me. We
just started the 2nd book and I have noticed that none of the guys in my group are purchasing the
books. I don't blame them.

This training guide was listed as used and in the ad it was stated that the "text was clear". I think
from a description like that it would be safe to assume that there was not writing inside. When I
received it I looked through it and found that white-out was used to cover up the notes from the
previous owner. I was disappointed with my purchase. However, since the training was already
underway, I decided not to pursue a refund with the seller. Buyer beware when buying used!The
training guide itself - white-out aside - is great.

Met expectations as advertised. You will learn the truth about what being a man really means just as
the book says.

Excellent guide for the 33 Series. The 33 Series is what every guy needs. Young to old it will help
you see what it means to be a true Christian man, great stories and examples. Loved this material!
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